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Marinette is the sweetest girl in Paris. With a big crush on a boy at school, a big dream of becoming

a fashion designer, and a big problem with being totally awkward, she's just your average teenage

girl, right? Did we mention she's also the crime fighting superhero, Ladybug?  Becoming Ladybug is

a complicated process! First, Marinette needs a "Kwami," which is a tiny magical assistant (hers is

named Tikki). She also needs a "Miraculous," which is a magical accessory (hers is a pair of

earrings). Tikki uses the Miraculous to transform Marinette. But her Ladybug super powers only

work for a limited time!  When Hawk Moth uses his mind-controlling, moth-like creatures called

akuma to turn people into baddies, it's up to Ladybug to capture them and save the day! Well, she

gets a little help from her superhero friend, Cat Noirâ€¦ but she insists she doesn't need him. If only

she knew Cat Noir's true identity â€“ her crush, Adrien! Will Ladybug and Cat Noir be able to balance

their double lives and keep Paris safe?  Will they ever find out each other's true identity, or who's

behind Hawk Moth's mask? Until then â€“ there's a whole city of baddies to defeatâ€¦ SPOTS ON,

CLAWS OUT!
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I'm a huge fan of the Miraculous series. As soon as comic books were announced I was lurking on

the interwebs in search of a way to purchase them. The promise was for new and exciting stories,



but that is not what is going on here.The first issue is the story of Climatika, or Stormy Weather,

depending on where you are from in the world. This is not even a new take on the old story. It is

screen caps of the episodes photo-shopped to comic sized panels. Word balloons are added and a

gradient applied to the background. I showed a random page to a friend, and she wanted to know

who's tumblr it was downloaded from.If you are trying to get a child into reading, this could work out

well.If you are a fan of the show looking for more content...............(-_-)

I was curious about these comic books, so I decided to order one myself. It is essentially three

episodes (Stormy Weather, Lady Wifi, and Evillustrator) in comic book form. However, Stormy

Weather was the first episode of Miraculous Ladybug that I had ever watched while the other are

also personal favorites of mine, so I actually quite enjoyed flipping through it.The quality is also

great for the price you're paying, imo. It's a lot bigger than I expected! It's almost the size of a

magazine in both size and thickness, and the pages also feel thick and sturdy. I can see how the

speech bubbles might look amateurish and lazy, but I personally don't mind it in the least. It felt like

they were trying to make it seem more, well, comic book-like. In any case, I bought this with the

intention of adding it to my Ladybug collection and I'm happy to say I'm really satisfied with the

quality. Definitely worth checking out if you're a fan of the series in general and want something to

add to your collection!(Side note: I think these comic books and the comic books that Desiree is

talking about are two different ones. It was officially announced at the SDCC panel in July 2016 that

Zag is planning on releasing comic books with 'new and exciting stories' about Chat Noir/Adrien in

America, etc. but these clearly aren't it. My guess is that we won't be seeing them until 2017 at the

earliest and those will be actual comic books - as in, hand drawn, etc. and not screenshots from the

show. If that's what you're looking for, don't bother buying this. If anything, you're better off following

Thomas Astruc or Jeremy Zag on Twitter for later updates and info about them.)Edited 8/15/16:

Fixed my mistake. This volume consists of THREE episodes, not one.

Bought this as a gift for my sister who LOVES Miraculous Ladybug. She must have watched this

100 times now.Hopefully they release more episodes soon!

i love my movie

Great condition
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